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Groups: Symmetries, Functions, Multiplication

Group Theory is the abstract study of symmetry, in its most generalized form.

Symmetries:

I map an object to itself, rearranging the points (or parts) of the object.

I preserve the structure of the object.

I can always be undone — each symmetry has an inverse.

I can be composed to form new symmetries (like function composition). This is a
generalization of multiplication.

The Lonely Lamplighter

Consider this scenario:

I There is an infinitely long, straight street.

I At regular intervals are lamps.

I A lamplighter patrols this street, able to perform the following operations:
. Step the next lamp (to the right): S
. Step to the previous lamp (to the left): S−1

. Toggle the current lamp: T

I We index the lamps by the integers, to keep track.

Initial Configuration:

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Configurations

At any moment in time, this scenario is in a given configuration:

I The lamplighter is at some position.

I A finite set of lamps are turned on, and the rest are off.

Example: Lamplighter at position 3. Lights −3, −2, 1, 4 on.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

The Basic Operations, Basic Configurations

We identify each basic operation with the configuration obtained by performing that operation on
the initial configuration:

I The operation S leads to configuration S .

I The operation S−1 leads to configuration S−1.

I The operation T leads to configuration T .

The Operation/Configuration S

The lamplighter steps one lamp to the right.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

S

The Operation/Configuration S−1

The lamplighter steps one lamp to the left.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

S−1

The Operation/Configuration T

The lamplighter toggles the current light on or off.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Obtaining New Configurations from the Basic Configurations

New operations can be built by composing the basic operations.

Example: Building the configuration [lamplighter at lamp 3, lamps {−3,−2, 1, 4} lit], pictured
below left.

I Begin at the initial configuration.

I Step left 3 times: S−1S−1S−1 = S−3

I Toggle the lamp at position −3: T

I Step right once: S

I Toggle the lamp at position −2: T

I Step right 3 times: S3

I Toggle the lamp at position 1: T

I Step right 3 more times: S3

I Toggle the lamp at position 4: T

I Finally, Step left once: S−1

The “word” S−3TSTS3TS3TT then corresponds to this configuration.

Multiplying Configurations

Given configurations C1 and C2, the product C1 · C2 is obtained by concatenating strings. Unlike
multiplication of numbers, this product is not commutative!

Example: C1 = S5TS−1TS−3

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

C2 = TS−1TS−1TS−3

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

C1 · C2 = S5TS−1TS−3TS−1TS−1TS−3

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Check that C2 · C1 gives a completely different configuration!

The Lamplighter Group

The Lamplighter Group, L2 = {all possible configurations}.

A configuration C ∈ L2 acts as a map: X 7→ CX for any other configuration X in L2.

Each configuration C has an inverse C−1 obtained by taking the appropriate steps to work back to
the identity configuration.

The Structure of Symmetries - Cayley Graphs

The Cayley Graph of a group is a graph defined by:

I Each group element (i.e., each symmetry) is a vertex.

I Edges correspond to generating elements (i.e., “basic symmetries”).

The Cayley graph allows us to place a geometric structure on a group, an otherwise purely
algebraic object.

By doing so, we can study geometric and topological properties of the group, and hopefully obtain
further insight into the structure of the group.

The Cayley Graph of L2

L2 is an infinite and highly intricate group — so we cannot visualize its Cayley graph. But we can
still try to understand it.

A Cayley graph depends on the choice of generating set. We originally chose {S ,T}.

We now switch to {S ,U = TS}.
I S - Step to the right.

I U - Toggle then step to the right.

I To recover T from U and S : T = US−1 = TSS−1.

I U−1 is: step to the left, then toggle.

The Diestel-Leader Graph DL(2, 2)

With the generating set {S ,U}, the Cayley graph of L2 turns out to be the Diestel-Leader graph
DL(2, 2), an important and interesting mathematical object in its own right.

DL(2, 2) is a certain subset of a product of infinite binary trees.

Note: The relationship between L2 and DL(2, 2) is far from obvious at a glance!

Building DL(2, 2)

We begin with an infinite binary tree T :

I Partition vertices into levels — “heights”,
ranging from −∞ to +∞.

I Choose an “origin” vertex at height 0, colored
green in the picture.
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Let T1 and T2 be two copies of T . Define DL(2, 2) ⊆ T1 × T2 by:

I For v1 ∈ T1 and v2 ∈ T2, the vertex (v1, v2) is in DL(2, 2) if h(v1) = −h(v2).

I An edge connects (v1, v2) to (w1,w2) if each pair v1,w1 and v2,w2 is joined by an edge
in the appropriate tree.

Visualize DL(2, 2) through its Projections T1 and T2

We place T1 and T2 side-by-side, with T2 hanging “upside-down”, so that heights “match up”.

That is, two verties, v1 in T1 and v2 in T2 lying on the same horizontal line will have heights
adding to zero when we view the trees this way.

Thus, any such pair form a vertex of DL(2, 2). There is an edge in DL(2, 2) whenever
corresponding components of two vertices are joined by edges in the corresponding trees.
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The Boundary of DL(2, 2)

A geodesic ray from (o, o) is an infinite path with initial vertex (o, o), which gets further from
(o, o) with each step.

Two geodesic rays are asymptotic if there is an upper bound on how far apart they become, as
they travel away from (o, o). This defines an equivalence relation.

The boundary of DL(2, 2), denoted ∂DL(2, 2), is the set of all aymptotic equivalence classes of
geodesic rays from (o, o).

So, ∂DL(2, 2) represents all the distinct direct “routes to infinity” in DL(2, 2).

The boundary of an infinite binary tree is homeomorphic to a Cantor set. Since, the structure of
∂DL(2, 2) is heavily influenced by the structure of ∂T1 and ∂T2, it may not be surprising that
∂DL(2, 2) has many properties in common with a disjoint union of two Cantor sets.

We can visualize the ∂DL(2, 2) in the pair of trees:

o

·

o

·

Topology of ∂DL(2, 2)

There is a natural topology on ∂DL(2, 2) as a quotient of the topology of compact convergence on
the set of asymptotic rays from (0, 0), under which we call ∂DL(2, 2) the “visual boundary” of
DL(2, 2).

Theorem (J-, Kelsey) The visual boundary of DL(2, 2), as a set, is disjoint union of punctured
Cantor sets.

Topologically, ∂DL(2, 2) is a compact totally-disconnected space. It satisfies the T1 separation
axiom, but it is not Hausdorff.


